














































































































































































































Nancy Lenzi

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Troy Nichols <troy@omb.org >

Friday, July 24,2015IL:22 AM
Todd Stamm

Ron Niemi; Ron

Medela Rezone

Letter of Support for Medela Rezone.pdf

Hello Todd!

Please accept this official letter of support from OMB's Government Affairs Committee regarding the proposed Medela

Rezone. lf you have any additional questions, don't hesitate to ask. Thank you!
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July 24,2075

Todd Stamm, Principle Planner

Community Planning and Development Depa rtment
City of Olympia

Dear Mr. Stamm:

On July 23,20L5, the Olympia Master Builders' Government Affairs Committee voted to formally endorse the
proposed rezone of the Medela property - nine acres within the City of Olympia near lnterstate 5 and Boulevard

Road - as requested by the 501(c) (3) non-profit corporation Thurston Transportation Oriented

Development (TTOD).

It is our understanding that the property is currently being used as mostly low density rental housing,

where the existing homes are falling into disrepair. The proposed zoning change to RM-18 would allow

for greater housing densities and new construction near a vital transportation corridor.

We believe this rezone would help the City of Olympia achieve its density goals as outlined in its

recently updated Comprehensive Plan, and would help fulfill the Plan's vision of vibrant neighborhood

centers and transit-oriented urban corridors.

tf the rezone application is approved, eventual development of the site will bring S20 to 530 million in

new construction activity, as well as 160-200 new dwelling units within the City of Olympia, serving

individuals and families at all levels of income. We believe that this development would help fulfil our

association's core mission of providing affordable housing for all segments of society.

We also feel that a successful housing development at the Medela site will lead to other successful

infill projects throughout a city that expects to receive 20,000 new residents over the next 20 years.

Thank you for your consideration of the Medela rezone application. We strongly support TTOD's

application and look forward to working together with them to create more affordable housing

opportunities for all segments of our community.

Sincerely,

ster Buílders -
Ron Deering
Government Affairs Committee Chair

First Vice President, Olympia Master Builders

Troy Nichols
Executive Officer

Þu'LLrr \\J J r K\Jl\\r COMMUNIïlES,
ONE HOMEATATIME.

Olympia Master Builders
www.omb.org



Nancy Lenzi

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Teresa Bu rg ma n < te resa @wood lawn -fu nela I ho me.com >

Friday, luly 24,20L5 2:34 PM

mscheibmeir@localaccess.com; Todd Stamm; Matthew Edwards

Follow up comments on Medela Rezone hearing of 7-20-t5
Follow up comments on Medela hearing of 7-20-15.docx

Dear Mr. Sheibmeir,

Thank you for the opportunity to follow up on testimony given at the Medela Rezone hearing of 7-20-2015.
Attached are the Forest Funeral Home and Cemetery follow up comments.

Sincerely,
Teresa Goen-Burgman
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Dear Mr. Scheibmeir,

Below are the follow up comments from Forest Funeral Home and Cemetery

General Gommercial Designation of Forest Cemetery

During testimony, Joe Hanna from Concerned Eastside Neighbors mentioned that
Forest Cemetery was seeking a change in zoning from General Commercial. I wish to

clarify his statements. Prior to annexation and the Medela LLC rezone efforts, Forest

Cemetery had no need to consider its zoning status; it had been a cemetery since 1857

and, we assumed, had some type of "open space" designation. During the process of
annexation, we became aware of our zoning designation of General Commercial (GC).

During the community meeting for annexation in which Todd Stamm (lead planner for
the annexation) took questions, as Forest's Cemetery Authority, we asked about Forest

Cemetery coming into the city with a more appropriate zoning designation. Mr. Stamm

said that zoning was a separate issue aside of annexation and would have to be

addressed later.

Mr. Stamm met with Joe Hanna, Concerned Eastside Neighbor's land use attorney

Allen Unzelman, and myself; we were told that an application for rezoning could not

occur until one year after the date of annexation..Hence, Forest Cemetery was waiting

until after June 20,2015 in order to explore a change in zoning. Then, in April, we

received notice of the Medela LLC rezone proposal.

The premise seems to be that since Forest Cemetery is GC, there is the potential for
higher intensity uses along the High Density Corridor (HDC). However, according to our

understanding of state law governing cemeteries, that is not the case.

Construction on cemetery grounds is severely limited relative to what is called for in the

HDC. Forest Cemetery is limited to ground burial plots, mausoleum, and columbarium

(RCW 68.04.040).

Cemetery" means: (1) Any one, or a combination of more than one, of the following, in a place
used, or intended to be used for the placement of human remains and dedicated, for cemetery
purposes:

(a) A burial park, for earth interments

(b) A mausoleum, for crypt interments.

(c) A columbarium, for permanent niche interments; or



(2) For the purposes of chapter 68.60 RCW only, "cemetery" means any burial site, burial
grounds, or place where five or more human remains are buried. Unless a cemetery is
designated as a parcel of land identifiable and unique as a cemetery within the records of the
county assesso[ a cemetery's boundaries sha// be a minimum of ten feet in any direction from
any burials therein.

[2005 c 365 S 29; 1990c 92 $ 7; 1979 c 21 $ 1; 1943 c 247 $ 4; Rem. Supp. S 3778-4.]

Dedication is permanent and the only way to construct other buildings on a cemetery is

for a portion of the property to be removed from dedication. As with Forest, most
cemeteries have removed a section for office construction. Forest's office building and

morgue are on separate parcels. Below is the procedure for removal of dedication. City

of Olympia is restrictive in its municipal code for a higher intensity for Forest Cemetery

in GC, but Washington State certainly does lay out far more restrictive uses of a

cemetery.

RGW 68.24.090

Removal of dedication - Procedure.

Property dedicated to cemetery purposes shall be held and used exclusively for cemetery
purposes, unless and until the dedication is removed from all or any part of it by an order and
decree of the superior court of the county in which the property is situated, in a proceeding
brought by the cemetery authority for that purpose and upon notice of hearing and proof
satisfactory to the court:

(1) That no placements of human remains were made in or that all placements of human
remains have been removed from that portion of the property from which dedication is sought to
be removed.

(2) That the portion of the property from which dedication is sought to be removed is not
being used for placement of human remains,

(3) That notice of the proposed removal of dedication has been given in writing to both the
funeral and cemetery board and the department of archaeology and historic preservation. This
notice must be given at least sixty days before filing the proceedings in superior court. The
notice of the proposed removal of dedication shall be recorded with the auditor or recording
officer of the county where the cemetery is located at least sixty days before filing the
proceedings in superior court.

[2009 c 102$ 13; 2005 c 365 S 75; 1999 c 367 S 2; 1987 c 331 $ 34; 1943 c247 S 76; Rem
Supp. 1943 S 3778-76.J

Notes:
Funeral directors and embalmers account and cemetery account abolished, moneys

transferred to funeral and cemetery account -- 2009 c 102: See note following
RCW 18.39.81CI.



Effective date -- 1987 c 331: See RCW 68.05.900.

RGW 68.24.070

Permanency of dedication,

After property is dedicated to cemetery purposes pursuant to
RCW 68,24.010 through 68.24-000, neither the dedication, nor the title of a plot owner, shall be
affected by the dissolution of the cemetery authority, by nonuser on its part, by alienation of the
property, by any encumbrances, by sale under execution, or othen¡vise except as provided in
*this act.

a1943 c247 $ 67; Rem. Supp. 1943 S 3778-67.1

Notes:
*Reviser's note: For "this act," see note following RCW 68.04.020.

Forest Cemetery can never fulfill PL 13.3: 'Transform Urban Corridors into areas with

excellent transit service; multi-story building fronting major streets with trees, benches

and landscaping, parking lots behind building, and a compatible mix of residential uses

close to commercial uses."

I would further mention that, although Puget Sound Energy (PSE) and the 911 Call

Center are also listed as GC, they do not fit with plans for HDC activity; this is just an

area where density levels cannot be reached due to topography, critical areas, and

state statute.

Screening from GC Surround¡ng Forest Cemetery

During the hearing, questions arose regarding screening from both neighbors and GC

USES:

Along Chambers and 7th Ave,, there are 4-5 homes that have views of one section of
Forest Cemetery (Garden of Devotion); this amount of exposure is minor compared to a
more intense use such as RM-18. ,ln the 1990s, we limited access from the corner of
Chambers St. SE and 7th Ave. SE in order to keep the exposure to a minimum. At that
time, we had an access gate and casual traffic would flow through the cemetery in order
to avoid the intersection at Pacific Ave. and Boulevard Rd. This use became excessive

and disruptive, particularly during graveside services.



A portion of our Chapel Garden is in view of Pacific Ave. and Fir Grove Business Park;
most families in this section elect to bury closer to our office building, which provides
more screening

One major concern is screening along our common border with Medela LLC. RM 18

would expose our largest sections (Devotion, Good Shepherd, and Cham Muslim

Community). Along the area closest to Medela LLC are a number of infant burials. The
Cham Muslim Community chose Forest because of its access to Pacific Ave. and the
fact that their burial practices are screened from view duê to the topography of the land

lndividuals paying their bills at PSE or visiting the 911 Call Center do not have a view
into Forest Cemetery or Cham Community ceremonies.

The radio antennas, in Forest's opinion, are an eyesore. We objected to their
construction, but to no avail. However, they are quiet and do not impede the serenity of
services.

Traffic Noise and Sound Suppress¡on

Also brought up at the hearing was the noise level. Currently, l-5 traffic noise is

noticeable at Forest Cemetery and sounds a bit like ocean waves. Forest is buffered by

a substantial tree and shrub barrier on the Medela LLC property. lf the site were

developed, that buffer would most likely be lessened severely. I contacted WSDOT

regarding sound suppression for any future development. Below are notes I took from

my conversation with Jeb Sawyer of WSDOT:

Traffic Sound Suppression lnformation

Jeb Sawyer: (360) 570-6701: Environmental and Hydrolics Manager for Olympic

Region.

Medela LLC project would not qualify for a retrof¡t and would be the responsíbility

of the developer to provide sound suppression.

Equivalent to sound suppression barrier is a 200 ft. buffer with thick, mature trees

and shrubs.

Barrier, if built, would have to start at Boulevard Rd. and extend the length of the

site. Cost is approx. S75/sq. ft. (info. on WSDOT internet site; specifically the

acoustics page in the 20tt policy and procedures manual).



Orientation to HDC

According to the Comp Plan, activity should be oriented toward the high density
corridor; however, in instance after instance, this activity is directed toward the Eastside
Neighborhood. The representative from the Èastside Neighborhood Association (ENA)

expressed opposition on the grounds that the elements of involvement that are called

for in the comp plan are not being met. In context, ENA has never before taken a stance
on this project, choosing to remain neutral over the last 3 years related to this project; At
least, ENA did not take a stance until the day of the hearing. There are many individuals
in ENA that are very much in favor of walkable, bikeable, pedestrian-friendly

development, but do not see that in Medela LLC"s proposal.

ln written testimony, you also received information from Dr. Matt Fisher from the Fir

Grove Business Park. Dr. Matt "walks the walk"---he literally walks miles to work and

home from work every day. He is a proponent,for walkable communities, but again does

not see this proposal advancing the goals of the comp plan. This proposal is not

oriented in walking, transport, or pedestrian-friendliness toward the high density

corridor. This is in direct opposition to the goals of the comp plan.

Sincerely,

Teresa Goen-Burgman



Nancy Lenzi

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

D Bloom@ intercitytransit.com
Friday, )uly 24,2015 4:1-4 PM

Todd Stamm

CArnett@ intercitytransit.com; SSwan @ i ntercitytra nsit.com
Medela Rezone File #: 15-001-0 - Public Hearing
Transit Routes Serving Proposed Medela Rezone.pdf

City of Olympia Hearing Examiner

Todd Stamm, Principal Planner

Community Planning and Development
City of Olympia
Re: Medela Rezone - File # L5-0010

Dear Hearing Examiner,
Thank you for extending the public comment period regarding the proposed Medela Rezone. lntercity Transit, the public

transit provider in this region, is submitting details (attached pdf) in relationship to the property concerning:

a) Existing fixed route service,

b) Service Frequency of these routes,

c) Corridor Frequency of the service routes along specific streets, and

d) Bus stop locations and approximate walking distant to those stops from the middle of the Medela property
(reference: Google Earth map, 20L5/lmagery: 2013).

Given the proposed rezone is for residential, multi-family development, the question has been raised in public meetings

about the provision of public transit service currently provided near the proposed rezone. The attached pdf/maps

provide the details listed above on page 1, "Transit Routes Serving the Pacific Ave - Boulevard Road Area," and page 2,

which is a system map providing the larger context of where lntercity Transit routes operate throughout the tri-city area

of Olympia, Lacey and Tumwater. lntercity Transit also provides service from the tri-city area to the City of Yelm, Express

service between the tri-city area and Lakewood and Tacoma (Pierce County), and local on-demand paratransit "Dial-A-

Lift" service for qualified ADA clients.

As for the proposed Medela rezone and property, there are currently 5 local routes that are in close proximity, all of
them providing service 7 days a week. These local routes operate between Olympia and Lacey and provide both

neighborhood routing (Rts 60, 64) and higher frequency service along a major arterials (Rts 60, 62A,628,66). All the

routes serve residential and commercial areas and Route 60, for example, also provides service to our region's major

medical facilities (hospital) and clinics along Lilly Road, about 1.5 miles east of Boulevard/Pacific Ave intersection. ln

addition, these routes provide connections to other local and regional bus service at downtown Olympia and Lacey

transit hubs, and Route 64 also provides service to Centennial Station, the regional Amtrak station in southeast Lacey.

Bus stops for these routes are at various distances from the Medela property, but in terms of pedestrian walking

distance, many of the stops are within a % - % mile of the property. These are well within the generally accepted

distance for walking to and from transit bus stops in North America. Certainly many people walk greater distances to get

to a bus or train but the distance represents a 5 -10 minute walk for able bodied transit users (TCRP Report 165, Tronsit

Capocity and Quotity of Service Monuol,3'd edition, 2013). And the area around a bus stop is typically referenced as the

'market demand areaf to that stop, which considers the number of people or a facility that has access to bus service at

that location. While the "walkability" of getting to and from the Medela property appears to currently lack sidewalks, as

do other neighborhoods within the City of Olympia, utilization of the street as a pathway is typical in these instances.

But if the rezone is granted we would anticipate the City requiring street and pedestrian improvements for any proposed

development of the Medela property.
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Finally, lntercity Transit is supportive of increased density, greater than 6 - I units per acre, along and near the street
corridors of Boulevard Road, Pacific Ave, and Martin Way. As noted in the City's recently completed update of their
Comprehensive Plan, the surrounding areas are being zoned to accommodate additional residentialgrowth that is

anticipated over the next 25 years. The City is also relying on public transit to help reduce motor vehicle trips and help

improve transportation options for those going to work, shopping, recreation, appointments, etc., in these developing

areas. Likewise, increasing use of transit service also means improvements in system efficiency for both transit and

roadway infrastructure. lt provides more choices that support 'quality of life'for a neighborhoods and residents alike. As

you are probably well aware, land use and transportation go hand-in-hand when looking at how well various types of
land use activities can function, especially in neighborhoods that are in transition, Consideration of transportation
choices is a key element when looking at increased density and one that the City's Comprehensive Plan also

recommends.

Thank you again for the opportunity and consideration to provide comments to the public process underway for the
proposed Medela rezone. lf there are any additional questions you may have about my comments and/or map details,

please let me know at your earliest convenience.

Sincerely,
Dennis Bloom

Planning Manager
lntercíty Transit
360.70s.s832
E: d bloom @intercitvtra nsit.com

W: www.intercitytra nsit.com
.t
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Nancy Lenzi

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Paul Ingman < paulingman@ymail.com>
Friday, July 24,2015 4:55 PM

Todd Stamm; mscheibmeir@localaccess.com

Medela Rezone

RE: OPPOSE THE MEDELA REZONE PROPOSAL
"Follow the Gomprehensive Plan"

Dear Mr. Scheibmeir: Hearing Examiner, City of Olympia

Please ensure that the Medela's Rezone Proposal is consistent with the City of Olympia's
Comprehensive Plan as per OMC 18.59,050

The Medela Rezone Proposal is located inside the "General Boundary" designation of the
Urban Corridor, but the Medela Rezone Proposal is NOT consistent with the specific provisions and
policies of the Urban Corridor designation to upzone the Medela land use to high density residential.
The Forest Memorial Cemetery, like the Meleda site is in the Urban Corridor designation but neither
site will ever be consistent with the Comprehensive Plan's Urban Corridor.

;rotlow THE PLAN'':

Under Public Policy - PL14.2 : "Hiqh densi neiohborhoods are hiqhlv walkable."

The Medela site is NOT walkable. "Walkability" is defined in the city's public documents, as
the Maximum Allowable Walking Distance of aTo mile. I measured the walking distance from the
center of the Medela site to the Urban Corridors and the neighborhood 's only shopping center..

Medela is NOT "walkable" to support services or the transportation corridors from the center of
the Medela site to the centerline of the transportation corridors: US 99 or Pacific Ave; or to the center
of the Shopping Center: grocery store, pharmacy, post office, coffee shop, and other retail. Even
when Olympia's Maximum Allowable Walking distance is doubled, Medela is still not "walkable". What
narrow demographic group could walk more than one mile, climb 6 or 7 stories in elevation, and
weave through neighborhoods without the safety of sidewalks and lighting to a grocery store in

inclement weather? The new Comprehensive Plan requires walking lanes that are direct, convenient,
easy, safe, and in close proximity to commercial services.
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Medela is NOT part of the Urban Corridor (UC).

Urban Corridors require:
Walkable access to support services
Reduce motorized vehicles.
Access along the Transportation Corridors (TC)
Compatibility with existing zoning and density

Alternatives to driving

Medela Rezone Proposal is incgnsisteE! with the following public policies within the
Comprehensive Plan. Medela is an auto-dependent site.

A - Comþrehensive Plan Reou¡res: "IIVALKABI LITY"

PL'14.2 - "Hiqh densitv neiqhborhoods are hiqhlv walkable."

PL1.6 - "Provide ...sites that enable peopleto@.""

PL1.9 - "Require direct and convenient pedestrian access to
commercial... buildings."

PL11.7 - "Provide convenie oedestrian access to ... businesses."

PL12.8 - ",..ensure pedestrians ...have direct. convenient access to
commercial ---buildinos."

PLl3.1 - "...urban corridors ...with ... residential densitv to support ...pedestrian traffic

PT12,3 - " .. oedestrian vs for safe and direct non rized access."

tt

PT15.3-"...@.""
PT21.1 -"@"."
PT21.2 - "Ensure ...the importance of walkinq

,,

PT12.3 - " .. be more inviti o for walkino ,t

PT12.5 - "Consider the n of oeoole walkinq..."

PT21.6 - "...provide ...direct route ...for people walkinq.

2



PT21.7 - "Require direct. safe. convenient pedestrian access to commercial buildings

,,

lf the car density would be tripled by the Medela Rezone Proposal, then how would the rezone be
consistent with the following provisions of the Comprehensive Plan?

B n ui :"REDUCING CA-
,,

ential densitv to minimize auto use for localurban corridors ...with ...residPL13.1 - "

Ei.æ.."

PT12.3 - "...reduce.. car trios..."

PT13.4 - " ."

PT4.4 - "Reduce'n... m icle trios ...to save fuel ...travel time, and reduce pollution."

PT12.1 -" reduce trios. ,t

PT25.11 -" reduce motorized travel

,,FOLLOW THE PLAN":

Under Public Policy Plan - PL11.9: "

..,"

The Comprehensive Plan's triangulation of independent variables is: Proiect Location
(Urban Corridor (ln or Out); Mode of Travel (Walk or Auto); and Intensity of
Development (High or Low)

Projects sites that "...dgpeng[ on automobile access..." are
3



(1) "..,outside urban corridors..." and requires (2)"...|ow-intensity..." development.:

Projects sites that depend on walkinq access are:
(1) inside urban corridors and involves (2) "...high-intensity.,." residential development.

lntercity Sprawl, like the Medela Rezone Proposal , contributes to Urban Sprawl.
Meleda Rezone Proposal is born in "yesterdays car culture" and not Olympia's new Comprehensive
Plan.

Great time and effort was spent to deliver Olympia's Comprehensive Plan. To ignore the
evidence in the Comprehensive plan by supporting the Medela Rezone Proposal to high-density
residential is inconsistent with the Urban Corridor provisions and it is detrimental to the sustainability
of the Comprehensive Plan and the innocence of the adjoining single family neighborhood and Forest
Memorial Cemetery. Your guidance in this matter is to "Follow the Plan" - be it forever.

Thank you for your consideration to deny the Medela Rezone Proposal.

Paul Christian lngman, Ph.D., Architect
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